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Establishing meaningful relationships between virulence
gene variation and infectious disease outcome is fundamental to advancing our understanding of bacterial pathogenicity. Bacterial pathogens frequently gain genetic
variations that drive the adaptive evolution of virulence,
often enhancing persistence in distinct host niches. However, such genotypeephenotype correlations remain
incompletely understood. This is particularly true for the
human pathogen Streptococcus pyogenes (group A Streptococcus; GAS) whose versatile adaptive capability is
largely associated with high genome plasticity and with
highly variable sets of accessory genes.1,2 Such variability
in genome content also poses a major hurdle in vaccine
development.2 Despite over a century of intense research,
there is still no commercially available vaccine to prevent
GAS infections on the market.
GAS causes a wide variety of human diseases with
diverse clinical manifestations. These infections range from
mild illnesses such as pharyngitis (strep throat) to severe,
life-threatening invasive infections. It is estimated that more
than 18 million individuals globally suffer from serious
GAS infections, accounting for more than 500,000 deaths
annually.3 This immense health burden places GAS among
the top 10 mortality-causing infectious agents worldwide.3
Alarmingly, the incidence of invasive GAS infections has
increased in many industrialized countries over the past few
decades.4 Recently, other manifestations of GAS disease,
including the toxin-mediated scarlet fever, have followed a
similar trend.5 Although the triggers for these epidemics
remain unclear, the global resurgence and persistence of
severe invasive GAS infections has been attributed to the
circulation of highly virulent GAS strains. A signiﬁcant
driver for the high-virulence phenotype of invasive GAS

strains is represented by genetic variations in virulencerelated genes. One of the most frequently detected mutations in invasive GAS isolates occurs in the genes encoding
the control of virulence (CovRS, or CsrRS) two-component
regulatory system, which plays a major role in controlling
GAS virulence factor expression.6
In this issue of The American Journal of Pathology,
Bernard and et al7 report the role of naturally-occurring
polymorphisms in the regulator of Cov (RocA), an accessory protein to the CovRS two-component system, in the
molecular pathogenesis of serotype M28 GAS invasive
infections. Previous studies have revealed that rocA is
unusually polymorphic in acapsular serotype M28 GAS
strains recovered from patients with invasive infections,8,9
suggesting that the identiﬁed missense and nonsense
mutations might confer a selective ﬁtness advantage in vivo.
To gain a better understanding of the contribution of these
naturally-occurring rocA polymorphisms to invasive GAS
disease, genome-wide transcriptome analysis was conducted
on selected strains containing rocA polymorphisms. Of the
ﬁve unique RocA variants screened, the missense mutations
H60Y (which additionally carried deletion mutations in the
variable number tandem repeat sequence), P97L and T442P
substantially altered the transcriptome of serotype M28
GAS. Among these were several transcripts for known
virulence factors, the expression of which is under the
control of the CovRS two-component system. Similar
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expression patterns were observed in an isogenic DrocA
deletion mutant strain, suggesting important roles for these
residues in RocA function. Of these rocA deletion-like
mutations, the T442P RocA variant is of particular interest
as it is located in the putative non-functional histidine kinase
ATPase domain of RocA. Remarkably, multiple isolates
independently developed this mutation during human
invasive infections, indicating a signiﬁcant contribution to
increased virulence of serotype M28 GAS in vivo. This was
conﬁrmed in murine and nonhuman primate models of
necrotizing myositis, where serotype M28 GAS displayed
signiﬁcantly increased virulence due to mutation at amino
acid position 442.
Naturally-occurring polymorphisms in rocA have been
reported in other GAS M protein serotypes from both
invasive and noninvasive infections,10e15 often resulting in
protein truncation and altered expression of GAS virulence
genes. For example, GAS isolates of serotype M18 are
uniformly rocA mutants, which results in the unique, highly
encapsulated phenotype of this serotype.16 On the whole,
the empirical evidence points to a key role for RocA in GAS
molecular pathogenesis and suggests that rocA polymorphisms are frequently selected during host infection. Yet
the precise mechanistic mode of action of RocA has not
been fully elucidated. Acting as an upstream regulator of
CovR, RocA is hypothesized to be a pseudokinase affecting
CovR phosphorylation and downstream regulatory activity
in a CovS-dependent manner.15,17 Very recent experimental
evidence demonstrates that RocA directly binds to and interacts with CovS in the streptococcal cell membrane to
increase the kinase activity of CovS. The amino-terminal
transmembrane domains of RocA were shown to be
essential for intramembrane heterodimerization with
CovS.18 In serotype M1 GAS, these transmembrane
domains were also critical for RocA function.15,18 Results of
the present study support this view, by highlighting an
essential role for the transmembrane domain residues H60
and P97 in the regulatory activity of RocA in serotype M28
GAS.7 The unexpected functional consequences of a
missense mutation in the C-terminal histidine kinase
ATPase domain, however, question the assumption that this
domain is non-functional in RocA. Interestingly, the functional requirement of this domain is not restricted to serotype M28 GAS. Previous studies showed that serotype M3
GAS isolates exhibit increased capsule expression due to the
presence of frameshift mutations in the hypothetical histidine kinase ATPase domain, resulting in a truncated protein.10,11 The latest evidence indicates that the cytoplasmic
domains play an important structural, non-enzymatic role in
RocA function, facilitating homodimerization of RocA
which is necessary for functional interaction with CovS.18
Interestingly, the serotype-speciﬁc RocA truncation in M3
isolates caused RocA aggregation, which is hypothesized to
impair RocA-CovS interaction.18 This observation raises the
possibility that the M28-speciﬁc T442P polymorphism
reported in the current study is similarly affecting RocA
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oligomerization.7 Based on ﬁndings of these recent studies,
it is likely that residue T442 might be involved in important
intermolecular interactions critical to RocA dimerization
and for maintaining RocA function. Further research is
needed to reﬁne the structural and functional basis for the
serotype-speciﬁc phenotype variations mediated by RocA.
The high frequency of mutations in regulator-encoding
genes is a driving force in the phenotypic heterogeneity of
pathogenic bacteria. In GAS, the stand-alone regulator of
protease B (RopB, or Rgg), the multigene regulator in GAS
(Mga) and the CovRS two-component regulatory system
have been identiﬁed as hot-spots for mutation.19 Bernard
et al7 also found a number of polymorphisms in genes of
these regulators alongside rocA mutations in the collection
of M28 isolates analyzed in this work. Polymorphisms in
multiple regulator genes are likely to provide another
additional layer of complexity to virulence gene regulation
and illustrate the importance of understanding how genetic
variations drive infection-niche tropism in GAS.
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